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Current Events

August 4: Margie Wilcox on BP Settlement:

Lawmakers are back in Montgomery this week to try and find a solution for a 200 
million dollar shortfall in the state’s General Fund budget. But one group of state 
lawmakers wants to pull half a billion dollars out of the General Fund. A collection 
of Gulf Coast legislators want to take half of the billion dollar BP oil spill 
settlement and keep it local, putting it toward road and infrastructure projects and 
coastal insurance reform. I spoke with the author of the bill, Representative 
Margie Wilcox of Mobile, about why the group wants to keep the settlement 
money on the Gulf Coast and what the revenue will fund. (7:45) (Runs 3:33)

September 1: For years, Alabama was a "flyover" state for candidates seeking 
the presidency. Alabama Public Radio's Stan Ingold reports within the past two 
weeks, the Yellowhammer State has been a popular destination for those 
seeking the Republican nomination...(7:33AM, 4:44PM) (Runs 5:38)

September 2: Where Does Your Water Come From? All year long on Alabama 
Public Radio, we’ve been looking at water. Specifically, the condition of 
Alabama’s drinking water supply and the health of our rivers. The APR news 
team will present a number of stories over the coming weeks on the subject. It’s 
a story of politics, pollution, economics, and the obvious need that water is there 
when you turn on the tap. To that end, I traveled from one end of Alabama to the 
other to answer the question—where does your water come from? (7:44, 4:35) 
(Runs 12:00.) 

September 4: An Awful Lot Like Prison: Immigrant Detainees in Etowah County
In many respects, Etowah County Detention Center in Gadsden, Alabama is just 
like any other county jail. But for 300 or so of the facility's occupants, it's a 
different story. They're not inmates, but immigrant detainees, and they're being 
held awaiting deportation. That arrangement prompted a legal complaint. 
(7:44, 4:35) (Runs 4:55)

September 11: Can Irrigation = $$$ For Alabama Farmers? All year long on 
Alabama Public Radio, we’ve been looking at water. Specifically, the APR news 
team is reporting on the condition of Alabama’s water supply and the health of 
our rivers. Alabama, by reputation, gets a generous amount of rainfall every year. 
But what happens when there’s not enough rain or if it falls at the wrong time. 
Irrigation may be a possible way for Alabama farmers to make more money when 
their crops come in. (7:45, 4:44) (runs 7:30.) 

September 29:  All year long on Alabama Public Radio, we’re been looking at 
water. In other words, we’ve been examining the condition of our water supply 
and the health of our rivers.   Politics is playing a big role in the state of our 



water, not only in Alabama but some of the surrounding states.  This has led to a 
new approach to manage water and help people who been hurt in the water war. 
APR’s MacKenzie Bates explains.  (7:45  4:44) (runs 5:07)

Arts and Life

July 8: Picture this: you find yourself in an unfamiliar room. The only obvious exit 
is locked and there are no windows. Hidden in the room are locked boxes, 
random clues, and secret keys—all things you’ll need to escape. But, as A-P-R 
student reporter Josh Hollis reports, you’d better hurry, because you only have 
60 minutes to get out... (7:33AM, 4:44pm) (runs 4:01)

July 15: Forsooth! A Visit to Camp Shakespeare Extreme. What did you do 
during your last trip to summer camp? Maybe a little canoeing or making s’mores 
around the campfire? Some youngsters visiting Montgomery have something 
else in mind. They’re trading arts and crafts for performing classic characters like 
Lady MacBeth and Hamlet. Meet Camp Shakespeare Extreme. (7:33 am, 4:44 
pm) (runs 5:00)

August 3: A ribbon cutting will take place Wednesday morning on a project that 
took more than child’s play to create. The ceremony marks the official opening of 
the unique new playground structure in Tuscaloosa’s Snow Hinton Park. 
Alabama Public Radio student intern Josh Hollis has more on the international 
effort to make it all happen… (7:33AM, 4:44PM) (Runs 4:17)

August 20:What do Kermit The Frog, Alabama Coach Nick Saban, and Lady 
Gaga all have in common. Each of these celebrities stepped up to take what’s 
called the A-L-S ice bucket challenge. By August of last year, the internet based 
fundraising campaign for Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, commonly known as 
ALS or Lou Gehrig’s disease was credited with generating over one hundred 
million dollars for research and care. APR’s MacKenzie Bates headed to 
Huntsville to see how getting ice cold water dumped on your head is helping 
people with the disease… (7:44, 4:44) (runs 5:02)

Environment

September 17th:    Rain is usually considered a blessing. It keeps plants healthy 
and crops growing. Too much rain however, can cause problems. Either way the 
water has to go somewhere. A-P-R’s Stan Ingold takes a look at where our water 
goes and some of the problems that it causes… (7:33AM, 4:44PM) (Runs 4:56)


